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(54) Method and apparatus for playing live content

(57) A method for providing a client with a playlist of
content segments accessible in the live streaming serv-
ice provided in a Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
adaptive streaming format is provided. A live content
processing method for a broadcast system includes
transmitting and updating content-related information
sent from a server to a client, checking, at the client,

content segments accessible in real time and saving a
previous content-related information, retrieving the con-
tent segments playable by referencing the previous con-
tent-related information, determining, at the client,
whether the content requested for playback can be play-
able using a playlist, and notifying the user of the play-
back result.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention:

[0001] The present invention relates to a live content
processing method of a digital broadcast system. More
particularly, the present invention relates to a method for
providing a client with a playlist of content segments ac-
cessible in a live streaming service provided in a Hyper-
text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) adaptive streaming format.

2. Description of the Related Art:

[0002] In order to provide content to client devices in
a way that enables a terminal to adapt to variations in
available bandwidth by seamlessly switching while re-
ceiving and playing the content, it is necessary to provide
the terminal with information on the content related to a
playback time and bandwidth for the segments of the
content in advance. A file used for transmitting the infor-
mation on the content is called a Multimedia Presentation
Description (MPD) file. In order to properly support the
multimedia transmission in a time-varying environment,
the MPD file transmitted from a server to a client should
be updated as time goes on. In a case of a real time live
broadcast, when live content is generated, it is necessary
to update the corresponding MPD file.
[0003] FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure for
processing live content in a server according to related
art.
[0004] Referring to FIG. 1, when a request for content,
of which a broadcast time has passed, is received at step
111, the server verifies availability of the content (i.e. the
server verifies whether the content is saved in the server)
at step 113. If the content is determined to be available
on the server, at step 113, the server transmits the cor-
responding content to the client at step 115.Otherwise,
if the content is not available on the server, the server
then transmits an error message to the client at step 117.
[0005] In the procedure illustrated in FIG. 1, the client
requests the content without awareness of whether the
content is currently playable such that, when the segment
of the content is available, the server transmits the con-
tent segment and, otherwise, the server transmits the
reject message. However, such a content processing
method results in resource waste and delays in content
playback, resulting in degradation of content provision
service quality.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] Aspects of the present invention are to address
at least the above-mentioned problems and/or disadvan-
tages and to provide at least the advantages described
below.
[0007] Accordingly, an aspect of the present invention

is to provide a live content playback method and appa-
ratus of a digital broadcast system that is capable of gen-
erating a playlist of content segments while receiving a
live streaming service provided by a server in a Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) adaptive streaming format.
That is, aspects of the present invention provide a method
for a client to acquire a list of segments of playable con-
tent at a current time using a Multimedia Presentation
Description (MPD) received in seamless broadcast of live
streaming.
[0008] Another aspect of the present invention is to
provide a live content playback method and apparatus
of a digital broadcast system that enables a client to pro-
vide a user with a currently playable playlist, thereby pre-
venting the client from requesting unplayable content.
[0009] Another aspect of the present invention is to
provide a live content playback method and apparatus
of a digital broadcast system that enables a content pro-
vider of the server to generate, when the MPD is updated
in the middle of live streaming, an available segment list
containing segments available from segment lists of the
new and old MPDs and provide the client with the seg-
ment list.
[0010] In accordance with a first exemplary embodi-
ment of the present invention, the server sends a client
an MPD file having content-related information. The cli-
ent checks for segments of the content playable in real
time using the MPD file, saves previous content-related
information, and retrieves playable segments of the con-
tent by referencing the previous content-related informa-
tion to create a playlist. When a user of the client make
a request for playback of the previous content using the
playlist, the client determines whether the requested con-
tent is playable and notifies the user of the determination
result.
[0011] In accordance with a second exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention, when a content pro-
vider of a server side updates the MPD in the middle of
live streaming, the server retrieves the segments playa-
ble from the segment lists of the new MPD and previous
MPD in order to generate a playlist and transmits the
playlist to the client.
[0012] In accordance with an aspect of the present in-
vention, a content processing method of a server provid-
ing a client with a stream is provided. The method in-
cludes creating a Multimedia Presentation Description
(MPD) including a list of combined segments including
segments listed in the previous MPD, if the sum of
timeshiftBufferDepth of the previous MPD and segment
duration of the previous MPD is greater than the value
obtained by the availabilityStarttime of the current MPD
from the NOW; sending the MPD to a client.
[0013] In an exemplary implementation, the creating
of the combined MPD includes the current MPD seg-
ments in a interval between the availabilityStarttime of
the current MPD and NOW with the previous MPD seg-
ments existing in an interval starting at (NOW - timeshift-
BufferDepth of the previous MPD - segment duration of
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the previous MPD) and ending with the CheckTime.
[0014] In an exemplary implementation, the creating
of the combined MPD includes, if the sum of the timeshift-
BufferDepth and the segment duration is less or equal
than a value obtained by subtracting the availabilityStart-
time of the current MPD from the NOW, creating the MPD
including a list of segments of the current MPD.
[0015] In accordance with an aspect of the present in-
vention, a content processing method of a client is pro-
vided. The method includes receiving a Multimedia Pres-
entation Description(MPD), generating a list of combined
segments including segments listed in the previous MPD,
if the sum of timeshiftBufferDepth of the previous MPD
and segment duration of the previous MPD is greater
than the value obtained by the availabilityStarttime of the
current MPD from the NOW.
[0016] In an exemplary implementation, the generat-
ing of the combined segment includes the current MPD
segments in a interval between the availabilityStarttime
of the current MPD and NOW with the previous MPD
segments existing in an interval starting at (NOW -
timeshiftBufferDepth of the previous MPD - segment du-
ration of the previous MPD) and ending with the Check-
Time.
[0017] In an exemplary implementation, the generat-
ing of the combined segment includes, if the sum of the
timeshiftBufferDepth and the segment duration is less or
equal than a value obtained by subtracting the availabil-
ityStarttime of the current MPD from the NOW, generat-
ing a list of segments of the current MPD.
[0018] In an exemplary implementation, the method
further comprises determining, when content playback
is requested, whether a segment of playback-requested
content exists in the list, and requesting, when the seg-
ment of playback-requested content exists in the list, the
server for the playback-requested content and playing
the playback-requested content received in response to
the request.
[0019] In an exemplary implementation, the method
further comprises presenting, when content playback is
requested, the list to a user, and requesting, when con-
tent playback is requested by the user, the server for the
playback-requested content and playing the playback-
requested content received in response to the request.
[0020] In accordance with an aspect of the present in-
vention, a content processing apparatus of a server pro-
viding a client with a stream is provided. The apparatus
includes a previous Multimedia Presentation Description
(MPD) storage for storing a previous MPD, and a playlist
retrieving module for creating an MPD including a list of
combined segments including segments listed in the pre-
vious MPD, if a sum of timeshiftBufferDepth of the pre-
vious MPD and segment duration of the previous MPD
is greater than a value obtained by an availabilityStart-
time of a current MPD from NOW, wherein the server
sends the MPD to the client,
[0021] In an exemplary implementation, the combined
segments includes segments of the current MPD in an

interval between the availabilityStarttime of the current
MPD and the NOW with the previous MPD segments
existing in an interval starting at (NOW - timeshiftBuffer-
Depth of the previous MPD - segment duration of the
previous MPD) and ending at the CheckTime.
[0022] In an exemplary implementation, the apparatus
further comprises, if the sum of the timeshiftBufferDepth
and the segment duration is less than or equal to a value
obtained by subtracting the availabilityStarttime of the
current MPD from the NOW, creating an MPD including
a list of segments of the current MPD.
[0023] In accordance with an aspect of the present in-
vention, a content processing apparatus of client is pro-
vided. The apparatus comprises a previous Multimedia
Presentation Description (MPD) storage for storing a re-
ceived MPD, and a playlist retrieving module for gener-
ating a list of combined segments including segments
listed in the previous MPD, if a sum of timeshiftBuffer-
Depth of the previous MPD and segment duration of the
previous MPD is greater than the value obtained by an
availabilityStarttime of a current MPD from NOW.
[0024] In an exemplary implementation, the combined
segments includes the current MPD segments in an in-
terval between the availabilityStarttime of the current
MPD and the NOW with segments of the previous MPD
existing in an interval starting at (NOW - timeshiftBuffer-
Depth of the previous MPD - segment duration of the
previous MPD) and ending at the CheckTime.
[0025] In an exemplary implementation, the apparatus
further comprises, the client, if the sum of the timeshift-
BufferDepth and the segment duration is less than or
equal to a value obtained by subtracting the availabilit-
yStarttime of the current MPD from the NOW, generates
a list of segments of the current MPD.
[0026] In accordance with an aspect of the present in-
vention, a content processing method of system is pro-
vided. The method comprises creating, by a server, a
Multimedia Presentation Description(MPD) including a
list of combined segments including segments listed in
the previous MPD, if the sum of timeshiftBufferDepth of
the previous MPD and segment duration of the previous
MPD is greater than the value obtained by the availabil-
ityStarttime of the current MPD from the NOW, sending
the MPD to a client, saving, by the client, a list of seg-
ments included in the current MPD as a playlist, deter-
mining, when content playback is requested, whether the
playback-requested content exists in the playlist, and re-
questing, when the playback-requested content exists in
the playlist, a server for the playback-requested content
and playing the playback-requested content received in
response to the request.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0027] The above and other aspects, features, and ad-
vantages of certain exemplary embodiments of the
present invention will be more apparent from the follow-
ing description taken in conjunction with the accompa-
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nying drawings, in which:
[0028] FIG. 1 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure for
processing live content in a server according to the re-
lated art;
[0029] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a timeline for use
in a live content processing method according to an ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention;
[0030] FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating operations of a
client in a live content processing method according to
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
[0031] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating a configu-
ration of a client for supporting a live content processing
method according to an exemplary embodiment of the
present invention; and
[0032] FIG. 5 is a signaling diagram illustrating a mes-
sage flows among a client and servers in a live content
processing method according to an exemplary embodi-
ment of the present invention.
[0033] Throughout the drawings, it should be noted
that like reference numbers are used to depict the same
or similar elements, features, and structures.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXEMPLARY EMBOD-
IMENTS

[0034] The following description with reference to the
accompanying drawings is provided to assist in a com-
prehensive understanding of exemplary embodiments of
the invention as defined by the claims and their equiva-
lents. It includes various specific details to assist in that
understanding but these are to be regarded as merely
exemplary. Accordingly, those of ordinary skill in the art
will recognize that various changes and modifications of
the embodiments described herein can be made without
departing from the scope and spirit of the invention. In
addition, descriptions of well-known functions and con-
structions may be omitted for clarity and conciseness.
[0035] The terms and words used in the following de-
scription and claims are not limited to the bibliographical
meanings, but, are merely used by the inventor to enable
a clear and consistent understanding of the invention.
Accordingly, it should be apparent to those skilled in the
art that the following description of exemplary embodi-
ments of the present invention is provided for illustration
purpose only and not for the purpose of limiting the in-
vention as defined by the appended claims and their
equivalents.
[0036] It is to be understood that the singular forms
"a," "an," and "the" include plural referents unless the
context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example, ref-
erence to "a component surface" includes reference to
one or more of such surfaces.
[0037] Although descriptions of exemplary embodi-
ments are made with the specific features, such as
names of entities defined in the Open Internet Protocol
Television (IPTV) Forum (OIPF), the specific features
and names of entities are used only to help understand
the exemplary embodiments of the present invention.

However, it is obvious to those skilled in the art that the
present invention can be practiced without such features
and with entities not having names defined in the OIPF.
Thus, detailed description of well-known functions and
structures incorporated herein may be omitted to avoid
obscuring the subject matter of the exemplary embodi-
ments of the present invention.
[0038] The descriptions are made with exemplary em-
bodiments of the present invention to address the afore-
mentioned technical solution. The descriptions a made
with the names of the entities defined in the OIPF to sim-
plify the explanation of the exemplary embodiments of
the present invention, however, it does not limit the scope
of the present invention and is applicable to the systems
having similar technical background.
[0039] Exemplary embodiments of the present inven-
tion have been conceived for the purpose of seamless
transmission of contents in an environment where use
of online contents is increasing. Adaptive streaming tech-
nology is used to transmit the contents using variable bit
rates according to a variation of available transmission
bandwidth and/or capability of a user device. In adaptive
streaming, a user terminal receives and plays the con-
tents in units of segments divided according to the Hy-
pertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP). However, the present
invention is not limited thereto, and other suitable proto-
cols or communication techniques may be used to pro-
vide the adaptive streaming.
[0040] The first exemplary embodiment of the present
invention is directed to an apparatus and method for ac-
quiring a playlist which a client can access when the client
is receiving a live streaming from a server in the HTTP
adaptive streaming format. The second exemplary em-
bodiment of the present invention is directed to an appa-
ratus and method for generating and transmitting a play-
list which a client can access when a server is transmitting
the live streaming to the client in the HTTP adaptive
streaming format.
[0041] In a live content processing method of digital
broadcasting according to the first exemplary embodi-
ment of the present invention, the server transmits con-
tent-related information to the client and updates the con-
tent-related information. The client acquires a playable
segment of the content in real time, saves the previous
content-related information, searches the previous con-
tent-related information to retrieve the playable seg-
ments of the content, and generates a playlist containing
the playable segments. When the user requests for the
previous content with the corresponding playlist, the cli-
ent checks the playability of the requested content and
notifies the user of the playability result.
[0042] When the client processes the live content in
the broadcast system with a content delivery server and
a content provision server, the client receives an updated
Multimedia Presentation Description (MPD) file (i.e. a
current MPD file) from the content delivery server and
extracts playable segments from the previous MPD file
and the current MPD file in order to generate the playlist
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of the playable segments. If a content playback request
is received from the user, the client determines whether
the requested content is in the playlist so as to request
the content provision server for transmitting the content
when the content is in the playlist. When the content is
not in the playlist, the content provision server outputs
an error message to the user without requesting the con-
tent provision server for the content.
[0043] After creating the playlist, the client presents
the playlist to a user as a prompt for the user to request
one of the contents listed in the playlist. The user can
request the client for the playlist before making the con-
tent playback request so that the user can request one
of the playable contents by referencing the playlist pro-
vided by the client to the user. In the second exemplary
embodiment, when a content provider updates the MPD
in the middle of the live streaming, the content provider
creates a playlist containing the playable segments ex-
tracted from the current MPD and previous MPD and
transmits the playlist to the client.
[0044] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a timeline for use
in a live content processing method according to an ex-
emplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0045] Referring to FIG. 2, the terms related to times
used in the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 2 are in com-
pliance with the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) standard specifications. Referring to FIG. 2,
"NOW" denotes a time point at which the user is watching
the live content, and "timeShiftBufferdepth" denotes a
time duration for which a previous part of the live content
is buffered in a content storage of a server. Here, the
individual MPD files can have the timeShiftBufferdepths
be of different lengths. The term "segment duration" de-
notes a time length of a segment of the content, and a
"CheckTime" denotes a time point at which the client
sends a service provider a MPD file request message for
a MPD file update. Additionally, "availabilityStartTime"
denotes a time at which the MPD file becomes available.
[0046] FIG. 3 is a flowchart illustrating operations of a
client in a live content processing method according to
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention.
[0047] Referring to FIG. 3, the client acquires a list of
segments accessible at a current time point based on
information in a MPD file. That is, the client, according
to the first exemplary embodiment, acquires the list of
the playable segments of the content at the current time
point in the process of updating the playlist with the MPD
file in the seamless broadcast of Live Streaming. As
shown in FIG. 3, when a CheckTime has arrived, the
client determines whether a value acquired by summing
a timeShiftBufferdepth of a previous MPD file, which is
followed by the MPD file of the current content segment,
and a segment duration of the previous MPD file is great-
er than a value acquired by subtracting a availabilityStart-
Time of a current content segment from the NOW at step
311. In other words, the client determines whether the
following expression is true: [timeshiftbufferdepth in the
previous MPD + segment duration in the previous MPD]

> [NOW-availabilityStartTime in the current MPD]. If
[timeshiftbufferdepth in the previous MPD + segment du-
ration in the previous MPD] is greater than [NOW- avail-
abilityStartTime in the current MPD] at step 311, then the
client combines some of the segments of the previous
MPD file and the segments from the current MPD file into
a segment list at step 313. If [timeshiftbufferdepth in the
previous MPD + segment duration in the previous MPD]
is not greater than [NOW- availabilityStartTime in the cur-
rent MPD] at step 311, then step 315 is executed and
the client retrieves the segment list from the current MPD
for the segments of present interval, which can be ex-
pressed as starting at [NOW-timeShiftBufferDepth dura-
tion] and ending at CheckTime.
[0048] In detail, if it is determined that [timeshiftbuffer-
depth in the previous MPD + segment duration in the
previous MPD] is greater than [NOW - availabilityStart-
Time in the current MPD] at step 311, the client retrieves
the content segments playable at the current time from
among the segments belonging to the previous MPD.
That is, the client retrieves the list of the segments play-
able between the time point of the value obtained by sub-
tracting the timeShiftBufferDepth of the previous MPD
and the segment duration of the previous MPD from the
current time NOW and the CheckTime. The client also
retrieves the segments playable at the current time NOW
from among the segments belonging to the current MPD.
That is, the client retrieves the list of the segments play-
able between the availabilityStartTime of the current
MPD and the current time NOW. Through the process of
combining the segments of the current MPD that are play-
able in the interval beginning at [NOW - timeShiftBuffer-
Depth of the previous MPD -segmentduration of the pre-
vious MPD] and ending at the CheckTime of the previous
MPD, the client creates the playlist of the segments play-
able at the current time point NOW.
[0049] The client saves the playlist created as de-
scribed above. Afterward, if the user requests playback
of the segment of the content which has been played at
a previous time point, and if the requested content is in
the saved playlist, the client sends the server a request
message for the segment at the corresponding time
point. Otherwise, the server outputs an error message
to the user without requesting the content provision serv-
er for the transmission of the corresponding segment.
The client can be configured to notify the user of the play-
able time points at current time point such that the user
does not request unplayable content unnecessarily.
[0050] FIG. 4 is a block diagram illustrating a configu-
ration of a server or client for supporting the live content
processing method according to an exemplary embodi-
ment of the present invention.
[0051] Referring to FIG. 4, the previous MPD storage
410 stores a previous MPD other than the MPD for con-
tent segments which are played currently. The playlist
retrieving module 420 retrieves a list of the segments
which the client can request the server to play. The play-
list retrieving module 420 can create the playlist while
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performing the procedure as depicted in the embodiment
of FIG. 3. The adaptive algorithm executor 430 retrieves
the segments of the contents appropriate for the available
bandwidth and the device capability of the client. The
playlist checker 440 determines whether the segment at
the time point requested by the user is contained in the
playlist created by the playlist retrieving module 420.
[0052] FIG. 5 is a signaling diagram illustrating mes-
sage flows among a client and servers in a live content
processing method according to an exemplary embodi-
ment of the present invention.
[0053] Referring to FIG. 5, a content server 505 is a
server which generates an MPD for providing contents
to a client 503 and the content server 505 belongs to the
service provider. If a user 501 sends a content request
message 511 to the client 503 at step 511, the client 503
then sends an adaptive streaming content request mes-
sage 513 to the content delivery server. Upon receipt of
the adaptive streaming content request message, the
content delivery server 505 configures a MPD#1 file,
which is a first MPD file, for supporting adaptive stream-
ing of the content at step 515. The content delivery server
505 then sends the client 503 the MPD#1 file generated
for the transmission of the corresponding content at step
517. If the MPD#1 file is received, then the client 503
connects the individual segments of the content to Uni-
form Resource Locators (URLs) of the live content pro-
vision server 507. In other words, the client 503 requests
the contents located via the URLs of the corresponding
file at step 519 and the live content provision server 507
transmits the segment requested by the client 503 to the
client 503 at step 521. Accordingly, the user 501 can
watch the requested content as shown at step 523.
[0054] When the service provider updates the MPD,
the content delivery server 505 configures a MPD#2 file,
which is the next MPD file, for supporting active streaming
of the content at step 525. Meanwhile, the client 503
saves the MPD#1 file, which is the previous MPD file, at
step 527, monitors the signaling in order to detect an
arrival of the CheckTime for the MPD#1 file at step 529.
When the CheckTime has arrived, the client 503 sends
the content delivery server 505 an MPD update request
message at step 531. Upon receipt of the MPD update
request message, the content delivery server 505 sends
the client 503 the MPD#2 file at step 533.
[0055] If the MPD#2 file is received, then, at step 535,
the client 503 generates the playlist according to the pro-
cedure shown in the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 3.
Here, the previous MPD can be the MPD#1, and the cur-
rent MPD can be the MPD#2.
[0056] At step 537, the user 501 requests the client
503 for the playback of the content at a previous time
point. Then, at step 539, the client 503 determines wheth-
er the segment at the time point requested by the user
503 exists in the current playlist. If the requested content
segment exists in the playlist generated at step 535, then,
at step 541, the client requests the live content provision
server 507 for the corresponding segment and the live

content provision server 507 transmits the requested
segment to the client 503 at step 543. Accordingly, the
user 501 can watch the content at the previous time point
at step 545. If the segment at the user-requested time
point is not in the current playlist, the client 503 outputs
an error message to the user 501 at step 551.
[0057] As described above, if the user request for con-
tent playback at a previous time point in the state when
a playlist is created and saved in the client 503, the client
503 determines whether the playback-requested content
exists in the playlist. If the playback-requested content
exists in the playlist, the client 503 controls playback such
that user 501 can watch the content requested and re-
ceived from the live content provision server 507 while
performing the process at step 540. Otherwise, if the play-
back-requested content does not exist in the playlist, the
client 503 outputs the error message to the user 501 at
step 551 without requesting the live content provision
server 507 for the playback-requested content. In this
manner, the content processing method and apparatus,
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present
invention, is capable of preventing the client from re-
questing unavailable content unnecessarily, thereby re-
ducing resource waste and avoiding a playback delay to
the user.
[0058] The client 503 can be configured to present the
playlist of the segments that can be played currently such
that the user cannot request the unplayable segments.
That is, the client 503 can display the playlist created at
step 535 such that the user 501 checks the playlist. In
this case, the user 501 can request for only the playable
segments listed in the playlist. In another exemplary
case, the user can request the client 503 for the playlist
such that the user can request the content available by
referencing the playlist provided by the client 503.
[0059] A description is made of the second exemplary
embodiment of the present invention is provided below.
[0060] In the second exemplary embodiment of the
present invention, when creating a new MPD for updating
the MPD, the server creates the new MPD including a
list, i.e., a playlist, of the segments that are still accessible
from among the segments managed in the previous
MPD. The server transmits the new MPD, including the
newly created playlist, to the client 503 in order to update
the previous MPD. In the second exemplary embodiment
of the present invention, the operations of the exemplary
embodiment of FIG. 3 can be performed by the content
delivery server 505. When the content provider updates
the MPD for the live streaming service, the new MPD has
to include all the segments available with the segments
of the previous MPD. When the sum of the timeShiftBuff-
erdepth of the previous MPD and the segment duration
is greater than the value obtained by subtracting the avail-
abilityStartTime of the current MPD from NOW, the new
MPD includes all the media segments in which the sum
of the media segment and the start time of the period
exists in the interval starting from the NOW - timeshift-
BufferDepth duration of the current MPD and the previ-
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ous MPD and ending with the CheckTime.
[0061] When the sum of the timeShiftBufferdepth of
the previous MPD and the segment duration is greater
than the value obtained by subtracting the availabilit-
yStartTime of the current MPD from NOW, the playlist
includes all the media segments in which the sum of the
media segment and the start time of the period exists in
the interval between the NOW-timeShiftBufferDepth-du-
ration of the current MPD and previous MPD and the
CheckTime.
[0062] When the sum of the timeShiftBufferdepth and
the segment duration is greater than the value obtained
by subtracting the availabilityStartTime of the current
MPD from NOW, the new MPD includes all the media
segments in which the sum of the corresponding media
segment and the start time of the period is in the interval
starting with the NOW timeshiftBufferDepth duration of
the current MPD and previous MPD and ending with a
one of the CheckTime, NOW, and availabilityStartTime
+ mediaPresentationDuration having the least value.
[0063] When content provider updates the MPD for live
streaming, the new MPD should include all available seg-
ments including the segments list in the previous MPD.
If the sum of timeShiftBuffer in the previous MPD and
segment duration in the previous MPD is larger than
NOW- availabilityStartTime in the current MPD, the play-
list should include the combination of the media seg-
ments for which the sum of the start time of the Media
Segment and the period start time falls in the interval
starting with NOW timeShiftBufferDepth duration and
ending with the CheckTime of the current MPD and the
previous MPD.
[0064] In the live content processing method and ap-
paratus for a digital broadcast system including at least
one server and a client according to the exemplary em-
bodiments, when a playback request for a specific con-
tent is input by the user, the client requests, if the content
is available, the server for the corresponding content and,
otherwise, the client outputs an error message to the us-
er. Accordingly, the live content processing method and
apparatus of the present invention is capable of prevent-
ing a request for unavailable content when processing
live contents of the digital broadcast system. Thus, it is
possible to improve resource utilization efficiency and
content processing efficiency and reduce playback de-
lay, resulting in improvement of service quality.
[0065] While the invention has been shown and de-
scribed with reference to certain exemplary embodi-
ments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in
the art that various changes in form and details may be
made therein without departing from the spirit and scope
of the invention as defined in the appended claims and
their equivalents.

Claims

1. A content processing method of a server, the method

comprising:

creating a Multimedia Presentation Description
(MPD) including a list of combined segments in-
cluding segments listed in the previous MPD, if
the sum of timeshiftBufferDepth of the previous
MPD and segment duration of the previous MPD
is greater than the value obtained by the avail-
abilityStarttime of the current MPD from the
NOW;
sending the MPD to a client.

2. The method of claim 1, wherein the creating of the
combined segments including the current MPD seg-
ments in a interval between the availabilityStarttime
of the current MPD and NOW with the previous MPD
segments existing in an interval starting at (NOW -
timeshiftBufferDepth of the previous MPD - segment
duration of the previous MPD) and ending with the
CheckTime.

3. The method of claim 1, if the sum of the timeshift-
BufferDepth and the segment duration is less or
equal than a value obtained by subtracting the avail-
abilityStarttime of the current MPD from the NOW,
creating the MPD including a list of segments of the
current MPD.

4. A content processing method of a client, the method
comprising:

receiving a Multimedia Presentation Description
(MPD);
generating a list of combined segments includ-
ing segments listed in the previous MPD, if the
sum of timeshiftBufferDepth of the previous
MPD and segment duration of the previous MPD
is greater than the value obtained by the avail-
abilityStarttime of the current MPD from the
NOW.

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the generating of
the combined segments including the current MPD
segments in a interval between the availabilityStart-
time of the current MPD and NOW with the previous
MPD segments existing in an interval starting at
(NOW - timeshiftBufferDepth of the previous MPD -
segment duration of the previous MPD) and ending
with the CheckTime.

6. The method of claim 4, if the sum of the timeshift-
BufferDepth and the segment duration is less or
equal than a value obtained by subtracting the avail-
abilityStarttime of the current MPD from the NOW,
generating a list of segments of the current MPD.

7. The method of claim 4 further comprising,
determining, when content playback is requested,
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whether a segment of playback-requested content
exists in the list; and
requesting, when the segment of playback-request-
ed content exists in the list, the server for the play-
back-requested content and playing the playback-
requested content received in response to the re-
quest.

8. The method of claim 4 further comprising,
presenting, when content playback is requested, the
list to a user;
requesting, when content playback is requested by
the user, the server for the playback-requested con-
tent and playing the playback-requested content re-
ceived in response to the request.

9. A content processing apparatus of a server for pro-
viding a client, the apparatus comprising:

a previous Multimedia Presentation Description
(MPD) storage for storing a previous MPD; and
a playlist retrieving module for creating an MPD
including a list of combined segments including
segments listed in the previous MPD, if a sum
of timeshiftBufferDepth of the previous MPD and
segment duration of the previous MPD is greater
than a value obtained by an availabilityStarttime
of a current MPD from NOW, wherein the server
sends the MPD to the client,

10. The apparatus of claim 9, wherein the combined seg-
ments including segments of the current MPD in an
interval between the availabilityStarttime of the cur-
rent MPD and the NOW with the previous MPD seg-
ments existing in an interval starting at (NOW -
timeshiftBufferDepth of the previous MPD - segment
duration of the previous MPD) and ending at the
CheckTime.

11. The apparatus of claim 9, if the sum of the timeshift-
BufferDepth and the segment duration is less than
or equal to a value obtained by subtracting the avail-
abilityStarttime of the current MPD from the NOW,
creating an MPD including a list of segments of the
current MPD.

12. A content processing apparatus of a client, the ap-
paratus comprising:

a previous Multimedia Presentation Description
(MPD) storage for storing a received MPD; and
a playlist retrieving module for generating a list
of combined segments including segments list-
ed in the previous MPD, if a sum of timeshift-
BufferDepth of the previous MPD and segment
duration of the previous MPD is greater than the
value obtained by an availabilityStarttime of a
current MPD from NOW.

13. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the combined
segments including the current MPD segments in an
interval between the availabilityStarttime of the cur-
rent MPD and the NOW with segments of the previ-
ous MPD existing in an interval starting at (NOW -
timeshiftBufferDepth of the previous MPD - segment
duration of the previous MPD) and ending at the
CheckTime.

14. The apparatus of claim 12, wherein the client, if the
sum of the timeshiftBufferDepth and the segment
duration is less than or equal to a value obtained by
subtracting the availabilityStarttime of the current
MPD from the NOW, generates a list of segments of
the current MPD.

15. A content processing method of a system, the meth-
od comprising:

creating, by a server, a Multimedia Presentation
Description(MPD) including a list of combined
segments including segments listed in the pre-
vious MPD, if the sum of timeshiftBufferDepth
of the previous MPD and segment duration of
the previous MPD is greater than the value ob-
tained by the availabilityStarttime of the current
MPD from the NOW;
sending the MPD to a client;
saving, by the client, a list of segments included
in the current MPD as a playlist;
determining, when content playback is request-
ed, whether the playback-requested content ex-
ists in the playlist; and
requesting, when the playback-requested con-
tent exists in the playlist, a server for the play-
back-requested content and playing the play-
back-requested content received in response to
the request.
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